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Abstract

Background: This study aims to analyze the 5-year Overall Survival 
(OS) and the Progression-Free Survival (PFS) of patients with localized 
CC as well as studying the impact of various prognostic factors. It’s the 
first study evaluating survival and prognostic factors for resectable CC in 
the region.

Patients and methods: Medical records of 79 patients at Hotel-Dieu 
de France (HDF) hospital were reviewed. OS and PFS were analyzed us-
ing Kaplan-Meier method.

Results: Advanced stages, advanced grades, and vascular invasion at 
the time of colectomy were correlated with a lower 5-year OS and PFS, 
with a statistically significant association. No significant association was 
observed between cancer sidedness and survival after colectomy.

Conclusion: Survival and recurrence after CC resection remain im-
portant problems. Tumor stage, tumor grade, and vascular invasion are 
prognostic factors that affect survival after colectomy.

Keywords: Colon cancer; Colectomy; Survival analysis; Overall sur-
vival; Progression-free survival; Recurrence.
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Introduction

Colon Cancer (CC) is, by its frequency and severity, a major 
public health problem. It’s one of the leading causes of cancer 
morbidity and mortality worldwide. It’s the third most frequent-
ly diagnosed cancer in men and the second in women. It’s the 
third leading cause of cancer death in both men and women [1].

The survival of CC depends on the stage of the disease at the 
time of diagnosis and the response to treatment. The 5-year 
survival rate decreases as the stage increases: it is greater than 
90% for stage I and less than 15% for stage IV. Early detection 
would therefore be important and effective [2].

About 90% of patients with CC are treated surgically [3]. Rad-
ical surgical resection is the standard treatment for AJCC stage I 
to III CC. Adjuvant Chemotherapy (CT) is given to patients with 

high-risk stage II and stage III [4]. High-risk patients are those 
with the following characteristics: Stage T4, perforation or ob-
struction, low grade, lymphatic and vascular invasion, less than 
12 nodes examined and a high preoperative Carcinoembryonic 
Antigen (CEA) [5].

Although most patients diagnosed at localized stages (stages 
I, II and III) recover, 35% develop a recurrence, mainly within the 
first 5 years [6].

Published rates of survival and recurrence after colectomy 
vary widely [7]. In the Middle East, and more specifically in Leb-
anon, there are very few studies on this subject.

Lebanon ranks second in terms of incidence of CC among 
countries in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region 
with increasing incidence over the past few years [8]. Data col-
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lection is not easy in Lebanon and the National Cancer Regis-
try (NCR) was inactive for many years due to unstable political 
and economic situation. Indeed, several data are missing in the 
Lebanese NCR such as overall survival (OS) and progression-free 
survival (PFS) after surgical resection of CC.

Our objective is to study the OS at 5 years and the PFS of pa-
tients with CC at localized stages after surgical resection in our 
institution, and this by analyzing the impact of several prognos-
tic factors such as tumor stage, sidedness, grade, size, patient's 
age at the time of colectomy and adjuvant CT.

Material and methods

Study estimates and sampling

This is an applied survival study in patients who underwent 
surgical resection for CC at localized stage between January 
2015 and December 2016 at Hotel-Dieu de France (HDF) hos-
pital (Beirut, Lebanon). The medical records of 95 patients who 
underwent primary CC resection were reviewed. The informa-
tion was collected from the medical records of the patients, 
present in the archives of the hospital and in the clinics of the 
attending physicians. The patients were followed and included 
in a database until January 2022 or until their death if this oc-
curred before January 2022.

Primary tumors located at the level of the cecum, ascend-
ing colon and transverse colon were defined as tumors of the 
right colon, while those located at the level of the splenic angle, 
descending colon and sigmoid colon were defined as tumors of 
the left colon. The AJCC TNM staging system (8th edition) was 
used for staging.

OS was defined as the time from resection of the primary 
tumor to death from any cause. PFS was defined as the time 
from the date of surgery to the date of detection of recurrence, 
last follow-up, or death.

We excluded patients who underwent surgical resection for 
stage IV CC, and for a non-neoplastic cause as well as those who 

had rectal cancer. The final sample included 79 patients who 
underwent curative resection for stage I, II or III CC (Figure 1).

Ethical considerations

The protocol and all the study procedures were approved by 
the ethics committee of Saint-Joseph University in Beirut. The 
Helsinki declarations of 1963 were considered: respect, confi-
dentiality, and patient anonymity.

Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using SPSS software version 29. The 
categorized variables were compared by Pearson’s χ² test, and 
quantitative variables were compared by the Student’s t-test. 
OS and PFS were analyzed using the Kaplan–Meier method. P 
values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

Basic patient characteristics

Among the 79 patients included in the study, 42 (53.2%) 
were men and 37 (46.8%) were women. The median age of 
patients at the time of colectomy was 66.1 ± 13.3 years. Table 
1 represents the clinical and pathological characteristics at the 
time of colectomy.

Conventional adenocarcinoma (74.7%) was the predominant 
histological type of resected tumors followed by mucinous-type 
adenocarcinoma (22.8%) and signet ring cell adenocarcinoma 
(2.5%). Grades 1 and 2 tumors (79.7%) predominated over 
grades 3 and 4 (20.3%) and median tumor size was 4.78 cm ± 
1.6 (2 - 8.5) (table 1).

Most patients had stage II-A CC with a frequency of 34.2%. 
The distribution of patients by stage is shown in table 1.

Most patients presented an absence of lymphatic invasion 
(82.3%), vascular invasion (88.6%) and perineural invasion 
(89.9%). In addition, the majority (84.8%) presented a conser-
vation of mismatch repair (MMR) protein expression (table 1).

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of all patients included in the study and comparison between RCC and LCC. Values are presented as mean 
± standard deviation (range) or effective (%). The values in bold are those considered significant for a p value less than 0.05. 

Characteristics Total (N= 79) RCC (N= 42) LCC (N= 37) p-value

Age of patients at time of colectomy (years) 66.1 ± 13.3 (32 - 92) 67.7 ± 13.2 (40 - 89) 64.3 ± 13.2 (32 - 92) 0.26

Sex, Male, N (%) 42 (53.2%) 18 (42.9%) 24 (64.9%) 0.05

BMI (Kg/m2) 25.6 ± 4.6 (16.9 – 41.4) 24.6 ± 4.3 (18.38 - 33.77) 26.8 ± 4.7 (16.9 - 41.4) 0.04

Histological type, N (%)
Conventional adenocarcinoma
Mucinous adenocarcinoma
Signet ring cell adenocarcinoma

59 (74.7%)
18 (22.8%)

2 (2.5%)

26 (61.9%)
15 (37.5%)

1 (2.4%)

33 (89.2%)
3 (8.1%)
1 (2.7%)

0.01

Location, N (%)
Cecum
Ascending colon
Hepatic flexure
Transverse colon
Splenic flexure
Descending colon
Sigmoid colon      

16 (20%)                     
12 (15%)

6 (8%)
8 (10%) 1 (1%)

3 (4%)
33 (42%)
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Tumor grade, N (%)
Grade 1-2
Grade 3-4

63 (79.7%)
16 (20.3%)

29 (69%)
13 (31%)

34 (92%)
3 (8%) 0.012

Tumor size (cm)                                                                                       4.78 ± 1.6 (2 - 8.5) 5.1 ± 1.7 (2 - 8.5) 4.4 ± 1.3 (2.5 - 8) 0.05

T stage, N (%)
T1
T2
T3
T4a
T4b

5 (6.3%)
14 (17.7%)
34 (43.0%)
24 (30.4%)

2 (2.5%)

0 (0%)
5 (11.9%)

22 (52.4%)
14 (33.3%)

1 (2.4%)

5 (13.5%)
9 (24.3%)

12 (32.4%)
10 (27.0%)

1 (2.7%)

0.05

N stage, N (%)
N0
N1a
N1b
N1c
N2a
N2b

56 (70.9%)
4 (5.1%)
7 (8.9%)
1 (1.3%)

9 (11.4%)
2 (2.5%)

26 (61.9%)
2 (4.8%)
4 (9.5%)
0 (0%)

8 (19.0%)
2 (4.8%)

30 (81.1%)
2 (5.4%)
3 (8.1%)
1 (2.7%)
1 (2.7%)
0 (0%)

0.13

AJCC stage, N (%)
Stade I
Stade II-A
Stade II-B
Stade II-C
Stade III-A
Stade III-B
Stade III-C

15 (19.0%)
27 (34.2%)
13 (16.5%)

1 (1.3%)
2 (2.5%)

13 (16.5%)
8 (10.1%)

2 (4.8%)
16 (38.0%)
7 (16.7%)
1 (2.4%)
1 (2.4%)

9 (21.4%)
6 (14.3%)

13 (35.1%)
11 (29.7%)
6 (16.2%)

0 (0%)
1 (2.7%)

4 (10.8%)
2 (5.4%)

0.03

Lymph node metastases 1.01 ± 2.05 (0 - 10) 1.6 ± 2.5 (0 - 10) 0.4 ± 0.9 (0 - 4) 0.006

Lymphatic invasion, N (%) 14 (17.7%) 10 (23.8%) 4 (10.8%) 0.13

Vascular invasion, N (%) 9 (11.4%) 5 (11.9%) 4 (10.8%) 0.88

Perineural invasion, N (%)  8 (10.1%) 4 (9.5%) 4 (10.8%) 0.85

Expression of MMR proteins, N (%)
Conservation
Loss

67 (84.8%)
12 (15.2%)

32 (76.2%)
10 (23.8%)

35 (94.6%)
2 (5.4%)

0.023

Adjuvant CT, N (%) 34 (43.0%) 25 (59.5%) 16 (43.2%) 0.15

Recurrence, N (%) 14 (17.7%) 8 (19.0%) 6 (16.2%) 0.74

Location of distant recurrence, N (%)
Hepatic
Pulmonary
Peritoneal carcinomatosis

5 (62.5%)
1 (12.5%)
2 (25%)

3 (60.0%)
1 (20.0%)
1 (20.0%)

2 (66.7%)
0 (0%)

1 (33.3%)
0.7

Survival, N (%)
Death, N (%)
Survival time (months)

70 (88.6%)
9 (11.4%)

64.8 ± 14.2 (4 - 84)

35 (83.3%)
7 (16.7%)

60.7 ± 16.1 (4 – 84)

35 (94.6%)
2 (5.4%)

69.4 ± 10.1 (45 – 83.8)

0.12

0.01

Figure 1: Flowchart of patients included in the study

95 patients who 
underwent a colectomy 

(01/2015 - 12/2016)

79 patients included in the study

To exclude:
Stage IV N=8

Rectal cancer N=5
Non-neoplastic cause N=3

BMI: Body Mass Index; CT: Chemotherapy; LCC: Left-Sided Colon Cancer; MMR: Mismatch Repair; RCC: Right-Sided Colon Cancer.

Impact of cancer stage on survival after colectomy

The OS rate at 5 years was 100% for stage I tumors, 92.7% for 
stage II and 73.9% for stage III, with a significant difference (p = 
0.02). The median 5-year survival was 76.7 months for stage I 
tumors, 66.9 months for stage II and 53.0 months for stage III. 
The PFS was 74.6 months for stage I, 64.6 months for stage II 
and 48.2 months for stage III. Patients with stage I CC had higher 
5-year OS (figure 2-A) and PFS (figure 2-B) than patients with 
stage II and stage III, with a significant difference (p=0.003 for 
OS and p=0.01 for PFS)

14 patients (17.7%) presented a recurrence with a predomi-
nant hepatic location (62.5%). The 5-year OS of the patients in-
cluded in our study was 88.6% with a median survival time of 
64.8 months. The percentage of deaths was 11.4% (Table 1).
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Figure 2: Kaplan-Meier curves of OS (A) and PFS (B) of CC after 
curative surgery, at stages I, II and III.

Impact of cancer sidedness on survival after colectomy

Clinical and pathological characteristics depending on the 
sidedness of cancer

Among the patients included, 42 (53.2%) had a right-sided 
colon cancer (RCC) and 37 (46.8%) had a left-sided colon cancer 
(LCC). The baseline characteristics of patients with RCC and LCC 
are shown in table 1.

Patients with RCC were older at the time of colectomy than 
patients with LCC (67.7 years versus 64.3 years, p=0.26) and the 
majority were females (57.1% versus 35.1%, p=0.05). A lower 
BMI was noted in patients with RCC compared to those with LCC 
(24.6 ± 4.3 vs 26.8 ± 4.7, p = 0.04) (Table 1).

The distribution of the different histological types is shown in 
Table 1. Conventional adenocarcinoma has a higher tendency to 
occur in the left colon (89.2% vs 61.9%) rather than in the right 
colon. However, mucinous-type adenocarcinoma has a higher 
tendency to occur in the right colon (37.5% vs 8.1%) rather than 
in the left colon. This trend is statistically significant with a χ² 
test giving a p-value equal to 0.01. The most frequent location 
was in the cecum (20%) for RCC and in the sigmoid colon (42%) 
for LCC (Table 1).

Tumors of patients with RCC had larger size (5.1 ± 1.7 (2 – 
8.5) vs 4.4 ± 1.3 (2.5 – 8), p=0.05) and more advanced histologi-
cal grade (31% vs 8% at grades 3 and 4, p=0.012) than tumors of 
patients with LCC. The tumors of patients with LCC were mostly 
stage T1 and T2 (37.8% vs 11.9%, p = 0.05) while those of pa-
tients with RCC were mostly stage T3 and T4 (88.1% vs 62.1%, 
p = 0.05). Patients with RCC had more advanced N stage (38.1% 
vs 18.9% at stages N1 and N2, p=0.13) and more advanced AJCC 
cancer stage (38.1% vs 18.9% at stage III, p=0.03) than patients 
with LCC. Regarding lymph node involvement, the number var-
ied between 0 and 10 positive nodes for RCC, and between 0 
and 4 positive nodes for LCC (p=0.006). No significant difference 
was observed regarding lymphatic, vascular or perineural inva-
sion between RCC and LCC. A higher percentage loss of MMR 
protein expression was observed in patients with RCC (23.8% vs 
5.4%, p=0.023) compared to those with LCC (Table 1).

Among the operated patients, 8 patients (19.0%) with RCC 
and 6 patients (16.2%) with LCC developed a recurrence after 
colectomy (p=0.74). Regarding the location of metastases, liver 
metastases (66.7% vs 60.0%, p=0.7) and peritoneal carcinoma-
tosis (33.3% vs 20.0%, p=0.7) were more frequent for LCC, while 
pulmonary location was more frequent for the RCC (20.0% vs 
0%, p=0.7) (Table 1).

Survival analysis of RCC and LCC after colectomy

The OS rate at 5 years was 83.3% for RCC and 94.6% for LCC 
(p=0.1). Patients with LCC showed higher survival time (69.4 ± 

10.1 (45 – 83.8) vs 60.7 ± 16.1 (4 – 84), p=0.01) than those with 
RCC. For PFS, the median duration was 57.7 months for RCC and 
66.3 months for LCC. Patients with LCC had a higher 5-year OS 
(Figure 3A) and PFS (Figure 3B) than patients with RCC (p=0.296 
for OS and p=0.380 for PFS).

Figure 3: Kaplan-Meier curves of OS (A) and PFS (B) of RCC and LCC 
after curative surgery, at any stage.

Impact of cancer grade on survival after colectomy

Concerning the distribution by grades and the impact on 
survival after colectomy, the median 5-year survival was 68.8 
months for grades 1 and 2 tumors and 48.7 months for grades 3 
and 4 tumors (p<0.001). Figure 4 represents a box plot showing 
the difference in survival between the 2 groups of grades.

Figure 4: Box plot showing median survival in months as a function 
of cancer grades at the time of colectomy. 

Impact of tumor size on survival after colectomy

Regarding the impact of tumor size at the time of colectomy 
on survival, we obtained a weak negative correlation with a cor-
relation coefficient equal to -0.2. This result is represented by 
a scatterplot (Figure 5) showing a non-significant correlation 
(p=0.09).

Figure 5: Scatterplot showing the relationship between tumor size 
at the time of colectomy and median survival in months.
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Impact of patient age at colectomy on survival after colec-
tomy

By studying the impact of the patient's age at the time of 
colectomy on survival, we obtained a moderate negative cor-
relation with a correlation coefficient equal to -0.1. This result 
is represented by a scatterplot (Figure 6) showing a non-signifi-
cant correlation (p=0.60).

Figure 6: Scatterplot showing the relationship between tumor size 
at the time of colectomy and median survival in months.
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Impact of different tumor factors on survival after colec-
tomy

The presence of lymphatic, vascular or perineural invasion 
at the time of colectomy was associated with a lower median 
survival at 5 years (Table 2). This association was significant for 
vascular invasion only (p=0.02).

Table 2: Association between survival and various tumor fac-
tors. Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation. The val-
ues in bold are those considered significant for a p value less than 
0.05.

Variables Median survival (months) p-value

Lymphatic invasion
Yes
No

59.8 ± 19.2
65.8 ± 12.9

0.58

Vascular invasion
Yes
No

59.6 ± 11.4
65.4 ± 14.5

0.02

Perineural invasion
Yes
No

58.5 ± 9.8
65.5 ± 14.5

0.34

Impact of taking adjuvant treatment on survival after col-
ectomy

Patients with stage II CC who received adjuvant CT had a 
higher 5-year OS (Figure 7A) and PFS (Figure 7B) than patients 
with stage II CC who didn’t receive CT (p=0.287 for OS and 
p=0.206 for PFS).

Discussion

CC is a deadly disease whose spread has accelerated in re-
cent years. Regarding Lebanon, the country has one of the high-
est colorectal cancer (CRC) incidence rates in the MENA region. 
We know little about the epidemiology, pathological features 
of CC as well as OS and PFS after colectomy in the Middle East 
and Lebanon. The main objective of our study was to analyze 
OS at 5 years and PFS after colectomy by studying the impact of 
several factors.

Our study includes slightly more men than women with a 
ratio of 1.14. This difference in frequency is already described in 

Figure 7: Kaplan-Meier curves of OS (A) and PFS (B) of stage II CC 
depending on taking adjuvant CT.

Lebanon with a higher prevalence of CC in men.

The majority of CC in our study were in the right colon 
(53.2%). Indeed, since the 1990s, researchers have begun to 
observe an increase in the prevalence of RCC compared to LCC 
in several countries and this can be explained by an improve-
ment in the screening system. However, the low percentage of 
patients with stage I CC in our study (19.0%) is an indicator that 
the screening system in Lebanon is not yet fully established, and 
justifies the need for public health interventions [9].

RCC was more prevalent among women in our study (57.1% 
vs 35.1%, p=0.005) than LCC. Indeed, women have been shown 
to have a higher risk of developing RCC than men [10].

Patients with RCC had lower 5-year OS and PFS than those 
with LCC. But this association between sidedness of tumor and 
patient survival was not statistically significant (p=0.296 for OS 
and p=0.380 for PFS). Even though several meta-analyses have 
demonstrated that RCC has a worse prognosis than LCC, recent 
studies have shown that there is no significant difference in 
5-year OS and time to recurrence between patients with RCC 
and LCC after curative resection [11,12].

Indeed, a simple comparison of the characteristics of pa-
tients with RCC and LCC reveals several significant differences. 
Patients with RCC in our study had older age at colectomy, lower 
BMI, more advanced tumor grade, more advanced AJCC stage, 
higher number of lymph node metastases, higher percentage 
of lymphatic and vascular invasion and higher loss of MMR pro-
tein expression than those with LCC. In fact, patients with RCC 
have a worse prognosis than those with LCC because they have 
a worse clinical background. Therefore, to really be able to as-
sess the impact of the sidedness of the tumor on 5-year OS and 
PFS, it would be necessary to homogenize the history of the two 
groups.

There was a statistically significant association between the 
presence of a higher tumor stage at the time of colectomy and 
a lower 5-year OS (p=0.003) and PFS (p=0.01). We can therefore 
conclude that tumor stage is a prognostic factor for CC.

Regarding tumor grade, patients with a grade 3 or 4 tumor 
had lower 5-year OS than those with a grade 1 or 2 tumor with 
a statistically significant difference (p<0.001). Among our pa-
tients, we demonstrated that there was a significant association 
(p=0.02) between the presence of vascular invasion and the 
reduction in 5-year OS, which is consistent with the results of 
several other studies [13]. We can therefore conclude that the 
tumor grade and the presence of vascular invasion are prognos-
tic factors in CC.

Patients with RCC in our study had a more advanced tumor 
grade and a higher percentage of vascular invasion than those 
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with LCC, which is consistent with the results of several other 
studies [11] thus explaining the poorer prognosis of RCC.

We obtained a higher percentage of mucinous-type adeno-
carcinoma in RCC than LCC. We have not studied the impact of 
the histological type of cancer on survival, but studies have de-
scribed a poorer prognosis for mucinous adenocarcinomas [14].

Regarding the size of the tumor, there was a weak correla-
tion between a larger size at the time of colectomy and a lower 
5-year OS. But this association was not statistically significant 
(p=0.09). However, a recent study showed that tumor size was 
associated with a poor prognosis of CC and was considered a 
risk factor for recurrence and metastasis [15].

The median age of the patients was 66.1 years. Investigating 
the impact of patient age at colectomy on survival, we found a 
moderate correlation between older age and lower 5-year OS, 
but this association was not statistically significant (p=0.60). 
This can be explained by the fact that intraoperative complica-
tions and postoperative morbidity are higher in elderly patients.

Among the patients included in our study, a total of 34 pa-
tients (43.0%) received adjuvant CT. To study the impact of tak-
ing adjuvant CT on survival, we focused on patients with stage 
II CC. Among the 41 patients (51.9%) who had stage II CC, 16 
(47.1%) was at high-risk and received adjuvant CT: 10 (62.5%) 
had stage T4 cancer, 5 (31.3%) had lymphatic or vascular inva-
sion, and 1 (6.3%) had an occlusion. We found that adjuvant CT 
improves the prognosis of patients with stage II CC, result that 
is supported by previous studies [16]. However, detailed date 
on the type of CT have not been taken into consideration in our 
study.

Loss of expression of MMR proteins was more frequent in 
RCC (23.8% vs 5.4%, p=0.023) than in LCC, which is consistent 
with previous studies [11].

Indeed, we did not analyze the impact of the loss of expres-
sion of MMR proteins on survival, but a recent study showed 
that adjuvant CT was a poor prognostic factor for stage II RCC 
with loss of MMR protein expression and therefore patients 
should know the MMR protein expression status before receiv-
ing adjuvant CT [11].

A significant difference (p=0.04) in BMI between patients 
with RCC and LCC was observed. Indeed, it has already been 
shown that patients with RCC have a lower BMI than those with 
LCC, probably because most patients are women and have an 
advanced age [11]. In our study, we did not analyze the associa-
tion between BMI and survival, but studies have shown that a 
high BMI is a good prognostic factor for CC [11] probably be-
cause patients who have a low BMI have very little visceral fat to 
cover the tumor which can cause it to spread rapidly.  

Conclusion

CC is a major public health problem in Lebanon and the in-
cidence is likely to increase over the next few decades. Survival 
and recurrence after CC resection remain important problems, 
and early detection is very important. Our study is the first eval-
uating survival and prognostic factors for resectable CC in the 
region.

Although there was no significant association between can-
cer sidedness and survival, patients with RCC have worse prog-
nostic factors. We found that tumor stage, tumor grade as well 
as vascular invasion at the time of colectomy are prognostic fac-

tors that affect survival after colectomy in the Lebanese popula-
tion. However, further studies would be interesting to carry out 
on larger samples.
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